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BitScope Micro supports complex digital signal processing algorithms and you can use it to debug software written using the MS RX-232 serial interface. View the byte capture data, program serial interrupts or analyze existing serial messages. The serial message capture mode can be used to
display all or selected messages received. As you can see BitScope Micro provides a wide range of features to suit most anyone from engineers to hobbyists. It is an ideal low cost multi-function Oscilloscope and Logic Analyzer. To get access to the rest of the market please write and ask. Without

your help I could never have developed BitScope Micro. There is a number of dedicated audio oscilloscopes on the market, but most are over-priced, under-powered and only really able to view one channel at a time. However most of these are based on the Agilent, Tektronix and HP logic
analyzers. I put the Agilent 6522A BNC oscilloscope together myself. I intend to upgrade it to the next of generation Agilent oscilloscope with the higher frequencies and signal levels, but that is for a later project. For now I have set it up to display the 8232 logic analyzer channels. Since we are
dealing with audio signals it is important to have not only good but also high bandwidth oscilloscope functionality. Conventional oscilloscopes are based on cathode ray tubes, which do not work well in the high-frequency domain and they suffer from low bandwidth. They also suffer from high

signal levels requiring a high voltages amplifier stage, or low signal levels requiring a high current amplifier stage. At the moment the PC based oscilloscopes seem to suffer less from high current issues but still require either an expensive high-bandwidth processor or an expensive high-bandwidth
analog to digital converter. Most PC oscilloscopes are based on the Alisa, and Vista serial port data acquisition and logic analyzer ICs.
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